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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents the first experimental evaluation at pilot scale of the operation of vacuum-enhanced air-gap
membrane distillation (V-AGMD) using two commercial spiral-wound modules at Plataforma Solar de Almería's
solar desalination test facilities. The main difference between the modules was the channel length (1.5 and
2.7 m) as a result of having different membrane surface area (7.2 m2 and 25.9m2 respectively) and different
number of envelopes. Suction of air from the gap improved the vapour transfer through the membrane pores and
the performance of the modules was significantly increased in relation to common air-gap (AGMD) operational
mode, especially in the treatment of high salinity feeds. Increases of up to 234% in permeate flux and decreases
of 68% in specific thermal energy consumption were measured. Depending on the channel length of the mod-
ules, the effect of vacuum led to extreme permeate productivity (8.7 l h−1 m−2) in the shortest, or to extreme
energy efficiency (49 kWhth m−3, equivalent to a GOR of 13.5) in the longest. These are the best experimental
performances obtained so far with pilot scale modules in membrane distillation.

1. Introduction

One of the main barriers for the commercial implementation of
membrane distillation (MD) is its high energy consumption [1,2]. En-
ergy is hardly free, so this has a strong impact on the cost, especially
regarding the application of MD to solar desalination [3]. The studies of
thermal efficiency in MD must be done at pilot-scale [4–6], since lab-
scale results cannot be extrapolated, especially those regarding energy
efficiency [7,8]. Amongst the means for increasing the thermal energy
efficiency in MD, the recovery of latent heat of condensation as sensible
heat to preheat the feed in multi-stage arrangements has been pro-
posed. Several theoretical multi-stage MD models were developed for
estimating the performance depending on the number of stages and the
feed salinity [9,10]. Tests performed in different multi-stage units, both
for hollow fibre [11] and plate and frame modules [12–14] confirmed
the reduction of the energy consumption. This solution, however, in-
creased the number of units and external devices, hence the investment
costs, as well as the operational costs due to increased pumping energy
for circulation.

A more optimal solution is to recover the latent heat of condensa-
tion internally, with a design that allows preheating the feed flow in the
condensation channel with the latent heat released by the condensing

vapour inside the module. The Fraunhofer Institute of Solar Energy
developed and characterised commercial spiral wound modules with up
to 14m2 membrane area, in which this concept is applied [15]. The
spiral wound geometry maximises the ratio between the contact area
and the footprint, and reduces thermal losses by introducing the coldest
current near the wall of the module. Then, the German company So-
larSpring GmbH developed demonstration plants with spiral wound
modules in permeate-gap configuration (PGMD) that were placed in off-
grid rural settlements for the autonomous decentralized production of
potable water, with no need of qualified work staff, and using solar and
waste heat as thermal source. In these systems, permeate productions
were up to 2.1 l h−1 m−2 with minimum specific thermal energy con-
sumption (STEC) of 170 kWhth m−3 [16,17]. A full characterization of
the module with 10m2 membrane surface area for seawater desalina-
tion showed minimum STEC of 224 kWhth m−3 (operating at 80 °C feed
temperature, 20 °C cooling temperature and 400 l h−1 feed flow rate)
and permeate flux of 2.7 l h−1 m−2 (operating at the same temperatures
but 600 l h−1 feed flow rate) [18].

A similar heat recovery concept is pursued by the Dutch company
Aquastill BV, who fabricates advanced spiral-wound air-gap membrane
distillation (AGMD) modules. Their novelty is that they use several
rolled envelopes forming a number of internal evaporation and cooling
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channels, which facilitates the use of larger membrane areas in a single
module for improving the thermal efficiency [19,20]. Some studies
have been carried out with Aquastill modules with membrane surface
areas of 7.2 and 24m2. A real application of a pilot MD system bearing
one of the 7.2m2 modules for the desalination of groundwater from a
coal seam gas mine was evaluated by Duong et al. [21], operating in a
hybrid RO-MD facility. The concentration of the RO brine by MD
yielded 1.4 l h−1 m−2 permeate flux, with specific thermal consump-
tion around 200 kWhth m−3. A theoretical model of DCMD was adapted
to AGMD and validated experimentally by Hitsov et al. [22] with data
from modules of 7.2 and 24m2 membrane surface areas for different
operating conditions and feed concentrations up to 200 g l−1. The
feasibility of the 7.2m2 AGMD module for the desalination of seawater
was assessed in long-term experiments, reporting values of specific
thermal energy consumption as low as 90 kWhth m−3 with simulated
seawater as saline source (operating at 70 °C feed temperature, 25 °C
cooling temperature and 150 l h−1 feed flow rate) [23]. These are al-
most half the best value obtained in some other studies with spiral
wound and plate and frame modules [24]. Ruiz-Aguirre et al. [25]
carried out later a characterization and optimization of the aforemen-
tioned AGMD modules for seawater desalination, taking into account
the operating conditions and the internal design of the module. The
length of the internal channels was identified as the most critical
parameter to be considered when looking for the optimal trade-off
between productivity and energy efficiency in an MD pilot plant, due to
its influence on the residence time. Minimum thermal consumption
close to 100 kWhth m−3 was reported for the 24m2 module (operating
at 80 °C feed temperature, 25 °C cooling temperature and 500 l h−1 feed
flow rate), and maximum permeate flux of 4.3 l h−1 m−2 was obtained
with the 7.2m2 one (operating at 80 °C feed temperature, 20 °C cooling
temperature and 600 l h−1 feed flow rate).

Internal heat recovery has been tried in hollow-fibre modules
[26–28], but always at a reduced scale, with maximum membrane
surface area of 2m2 [29]. For modules with membrane surface areas
equivalent to the spiral-wound modules discussed before, heat must be
recovered externally with the consequent increase of investment costs
and electrical consumption.

Another way to improve the thermal efficiency of MD is by in-
creasing the permeate production for the same energy input. Since the
early development of AGMD modules, some laboratory studies de-
monstrated that the removal of air from the membrane pores reduces
drastically the mass transfer resistance that hinders the permeate pro-
duction [30–32]. An increase of the performance was observed working
with pilot-scale spiral wound modules when air was removed from the
feed solution before entering the module [33]. This can be achieved
using vacuum as a way of removing non-condensable gases from the
gap and the membrane pores in AGMD configuration. This vacuum-
enhanced air-gap configuration (V-AGMD) is different from vacuum
membrane distillation (VMD). In the latter, absolute pressure inside the
module is low enough for modifying the liquid-vapour equilibrium, and
vapour is condensed outside it. In V-AGMD, the vacuum is weaker and
higher than the equilibrium pressure, so the vapour is condensed inside
the gap. Vacuum's role is thus merely to suck air from the gap and
decrease the mass transfer resistance.

Early studies demonstrated also major flux and thermal efficiency
improvements both in flat plate [34] and hollow-fibre units [35,36],
but associated to a higher total energy consumption as a consequence of
using a vacuum pump. Winter [37] used sodium chloride solutions with
concentrations up to 220 g l−1 in his study of several MD configurations
in a bench-scale facility that included an AGMD arrangement in which
vacuum could be applied. The highest permeate flux (2.6 l h−1 m−2)
and the lowest specific energy consumption (127 kWhth m−3) were
obtained with V-AGMD (i.e., the permeate flux increased 1.25–2.5
times and the specific energy consumption was 2–2.5 times lower in
relation to AGMD).

As mentioned before, the main drawback for the implementation of

V-AGMD configuration is the additional energy consumption to gen-
erate the vacuum. In this sense, the company Aquastill BV has devised a
system with minimum additional electrical consumption, because of the
absence of a vacuum pump. The results reported in this paper are the
first obtained outdoors for V-AGMD configuration with commercial
modules at pilot scale. Experiments were performed at the solar
membrane distillation pilot facilities of Plataforma Solar de Almería (SE
Spain), using a novel Aquastill system able to operate in AGMD and V-
AGMD modes, with modules of 7.2 and 25.9m2. Thus, this study pro-
vides more useful information in terms of energy efficiency and
permeate production than the experiments obtained at lab-scale, with
regard to a potential upscaling of MD.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Description of the pilot system

The pilot MD system assessed in this work is a commercial unit
developed by the Dutch company Aquastill BV, and it was operated in
one of the solar MD pilot plants at Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA). It
can accommodate different MD modules with AGMD configuration. The
main innovation is that the system can also be operated in V-AGMD
mode besides conventional AGMD. Fig. 1 shows a graphical scheme of
the system. The pilot has separate heating and cooling systems, both
using centrifugal pumps and plate and frame heat exchangers. The
cooling circuit has a narrowing tube connected with the permeate
collection system. This way, the circulation of the cooling flow gen-
erates a Venturi effect that extracts air from the permeate channel of the
module. This is indicated by the purple dashed line in Fig. 1. The
narrowing tube is directly connected to the permeate collection tank,
and the latter, in turn, connected to the permeate channel, i.e. the air
gap. This way, most non-condensable gases in the gap are sucked to the
permeate tank and are finally released to the atmosphere through the
open cooling storage. The vacuum level is slightly dependent on the
operating conditions, because of the different vapour production inside
the module. Absolute pressure was similar for comparable operating
conditions, and measured values fell typically between 150 and
200mbar. This vacuum level is not sufficient to alter the water-vapour
equilibrium in the permeate channel. Therefore, all vapour is con-
densed inside the gap and flows out as liquid permeate to be stored in a
5-l vessel which is automatically discharged (controlled by the signals
of two level sensors), releasing a constant amount of 3.2 l per discharge.
The feed flow rate and hydraulic pressure are measured at the inlet of
the cooling channel, just before entering the module. The absolute
pressure in the gap is measured with a pressure gauge. Finally, the four
temperatures from the inlets and outlets of the module, the feed flow
rate, the pressure drop, and the number of discharges from the
permeate vessel are recorded by a PLC for subsequent access.

Two different AGMD modules were evaluated in this pilot plant: one
of them with reference AS7C1.5L (named AS7 hereinafter), and the
other with reference AS26C2.7L (named AS26 hereinafter). Both
modules have spiral-wound geometry and are enclosed in a plastic in-
sulating material coated with anti-thermal paint. The membrane is si-
milar in both modules, made of low-density polyethylene (LDPE), with
no backing, mean pore diameter 0.32 μm, thickness 76.0 μm and por-
osity 76.0%. The module AS7 has an effective membrane area of 7.2m2,
and the AS26 25.9m2. The former has six spiral envelopes, which de-
limit twelve internal circulation channels with polypropylene spacers
inside them: six of them are evaporation channels (delimited by the
membranes), and the other six cooling channels (delimited by 80-μm-
thick condensation foils, made in polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
coated with aluminium). Both kinds of channels are 2.0 mm width,
have an effective height of 0.4 m, and are 1.5m long. On the other
hand, the AS26 module has twelve envelopes, delimiting 24 channels
2.7 m long each, twelve for evaporation and twelve for cooling. Both
modules are made of the same materials, and it must be emphasized
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that the two main differences between them are the number of channels
and their length, which affects the residence time. Since the flux is split
in twice more channels that are 1.8 times longer, the residence time of
the feed in the AS26 module is 3.6 times longer that of the AS7 for the
same flow rate. Thus, the performance of the AS26 module is expected
to be very different than that of the AS7 module, and more similar to
that of the AS24 module with 24m2 membrane surface area and six
envelopes which has been used in other works by the authors [20,25].
With the same number of channels as the AS7 but 5m long, the AS24
has 3.3 times longer residence time than the AS7, so there is only 93%
difference with the AS26 module. The air gap thickness in both modules
is 0.76mm. The modules have four hydraulic connections with Pt-100
temperature sensors outside. Two of the connections are the inlets of
the cooling and evaporation channels, while the other two are the
corresponding outlets (one single inlet and one single outlet for all the
internal channels in each side of the membrane, distribution taking
place inside the module).

Before entering the module, the feed must pass through the heat
exchanger in the cooling circuit for dropping its temperature to the
desired cooling channel inlet temperature (TCI). Then, it enters the
cooling channels where it gains sensible heat coming both from the
latent heat delivered by the condensing vapour on the foils in the gap,
and from the sensible heat transferred by conduction. The feed circu-
lating through the cooling channels flows tangentially and counter-
current with the one in the evaporation channels, i.e., the feed enters
the cooling channels surrounding the wall of the module, while the
evaporation channels inlet (the hottest current) is placed near its core.
This hydraulic configuration provides additional thermal insulation to
the module from losses through its walls. The preheated feed leaves the
cooling channels at temperature TCO and passes through the heat

exchanger in the heating circuit to gain the rest of sensible heat re-
quired for reaching the setpoint evaporation channels inlet temperature
(TEI). The hot feed flows through the evaporation channels and vapour
passes through the membrane pores because of the vapour pressure
gradient between both sides of it. The vapour is condensed onto the
foils that delimit the gap, as explained before, and is finally collected as
permeate. The brine with temperature TEO leaves the module at the
evaporation channels outlet and is collected in the feed tank. During
these experiments, the discharged permeate was returned back to the
feed tank. This way, the feed could be reused in a closed loop during the
operation and its concentration was maintained almost constant in all
the tests performed at a given salinity.

2.2. Experimental procedure

The experimental campaign with the pilot MD system consisted of
steady-state tests performed with nominal operational conditions in
both modules: inlet temperature of the evaporation channels of 80 °C,
inlet temperature of the cooling channels of 25 °C, and feed flow rate of
1100 l h−1. A duration of 20–30min was enough for getting the system
steady before each test. Absolute pressure in the gap was around
150–200mbar, high enough to avoid altering the liquid-vapour equi-
librium and allow the vapour to condense inside the gap of the module.
Several saline solutions were used in this evaluation, with concentra-
tions between 0.6 and 5.0M (equivalent to 35.1 and 292.2 g l−1), re-
spectively, prepared by using high-purity sodium chloride tablets and
demineralized water. The preparation of a large volume of feed (300 l)
reduced temperature and concentration changes in the feed tank during
the operation. All the experiments were performed with vacuum en-
hancement (V-AGMD) in both modules, and then remade in common

Fig. 1. Diagram showing the layout of the Aquastill system.
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AGMD mode with the same operational conditions and feed salinities.
The effect of vacuum was assessed considering the two main perfor-
mance indicators of MD: permeate flux (PFlux) and specific thermal
energy consumption (STEC). The former represents the permeate pro-
duction per unit of membrane area, whereas the latter is defined as the
amount of thermal energy consumed by the system per unit volume of
permeate produced, and is calculated as:

=
−

STEC
FFR ρ C TEI TCO

PFlux ρ A
· · ·( )

· ·
f pf

p (1)

where A is the membrane surface area, ρf and ρp are the feed and
permeate density, respectively, and Cpf is the specific heat capacity of
the feed. The physical properties were estimated following the corre-
lations in [38].

As explained before, the latent heat of condensation is recovered as
sensible heat inside the module for preheating the feed. The overall
thermal efficiency of the membrane (η) is the ratio between the latent
heat recovered from the condensing vapour and the total heat trans-
ferred through the membrane, and is formulated as:

= ⎛

⎝
⎜ −

⎞

⎠
⎟η

PFlux ρ A ΔH
FFR ρ C TCO TCI

100·
· · ·

· · ·( )
p V

f pf (2)

where ΔHV is the latent heat of vaporization of the permeate [38].
Permeate samples were taken in different discharges of every ex-

periment and their electrical conductivity was measured to evaluate the
quality of the permeate production. For that, the salt rejection factor
(SRF) was used. It indicates the amount of salts rejected from the feed

by the membrane and is calculated as:

= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

SRF PermC
FeedC

100· 1
(3)

where PermC and FeedC are the concentration of the permeate and the
feed, respectively, calculated from the correlation indicated in [39].

In addition, the membrane leak ratio was estimated as a measure-
ment of how much feed passed through the membrane during the op-
eration:

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

Membrane leak ratio PFlux A PermC
FFR FeedC

100· · ·
· (4)

Since the temperature of the membrane cannot be measured in
pilot-scale modules, for approximating the transmembrane temperature
difference the logarithmic mean of the temperature differences in the
bulk of both channels was used, as typically done in pilot-scale MD
modules [18,25]:

= − − −
−
−( )

ΔT TEI TCO TEO TCI

ln

( ) ( )
ml TEI TCO

TEO TCI (5)

Similarly, the driving force of membrane distillation, which is de-
fined as the transmembrane pressure difference between both sides of
the membrane [30], was estimated in this work with the logarithmic
mean of the vapour-liquid equilibrium saturation pressures corre-
sponding to the four bulk temperatures:

= − − −
−
−( )

ΔP Psat Psat Psat Psat

ln

( ) ( )
v

EI CO EO CI
Psat Psat
Psat Psat

EI CO
EO CI (6)

Finally, performance results in this study were compared with
others reported in the literature. Previous thermal desalination studies
established the gained output ratio (GOR) as the most useful energy
parameter to perform a comparative benchmarking between different
systems. For MD, GOR is defined as the ratio between the energy re-
quired for vaporizing the total permeate production and the energy
added externally to the system [40]:

=
−

GOR
PFlux ρ A ΔH

FFR ρ C TEI TCO
· · ·

· · ·( )
p V

f pf (7)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Permeate productivity

The permeate productivity results are given in terms of permeate
flux (PFlux). Fig. 2a and b summarize the values obtained with modules
AS7 and AS26 respectively in AGMD and V-AGMD operational modes
for the different feed salinities considered. As expected, the permeate
flux decreased with feed salinity in both modules and both operational
modes AGMD and V-AGMD, because of the decrease of the vapour
pressure of the feed source with salinity. Additionally, results showed
that the application of vacuum in the gap increased significantly the
permeate productivity for every feed salinity. PFlux values when using
the AS7 module were between 8.7 l h−1 m−2 with FeedC=0.6M and
4.0 l h−1 m−2 with FeedC=5.0M. In the case of the AS26 module,
these values also dropped almost linearly with FeedC from
2.9 l h−1 m−2 to 0.8 l h−1 m−2.

Fig. 3 shows the relative improvement of PFlux in V-AGMD in re-
lation to AGMD experiments with the same operational conditions. The
relative increase of the permeate productivity in the V-AGMD mode
when using the AS7 module was not very dependent on the feed salinity
even at its highest values, remaining at (40 ± 10) % for every case. On
the contrary, in the AS26 module the higher the feed concentration, the
greater the productivity improvement was when using the V-AGMD
mode. In AGMD operation, the AS26 module was more affected by feed

Fig. 2. Comparative results of PFlux in experiments performed in AGMD (filled
columns) and V-AGMD (striped columns) using the AS7 (a) and the AS26 (b)
modules, respectively, for different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C,
FFR=1100 l h−1. Error bars are shown.
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salinity, to the point that its productivity was reduced to almost zero at
FeedC=5.0M. This is because the decrease of the vapour pressure
with the feed salinity reduced the driving force too much for an ef-
fective vapour flux to take place through the membrane. This effect is
more important in modules with larger residence time (typically due to
longer channels) where the driving force is smaller [25], which is here
the case of the AS26 module compared to the AS7. Thus, when the V-
AGMD mode was used in the AS26 module the impact was more re-
markable. The relative increase of productivity ramped up linearly up
to a value of 82% for 3.0 M, exceeding that obtained in previous bench-
scale V-AGMD tests [37]. In the case of 4.0 M, 235% more permeate
was measured in V-AGMD mode. Finally, in the limit case of
FeedC=5.0M, the use of V-AGMD allowed collecting a measurable
amount of permeate, which was not possible in standard AGMD op-
eration as discussed before.

3.2. Thermal efficiency

The thermal energy efficiency of the system, given in terms of the
specific thermal energy consumption (STEC), was also calculated and
compared for both AGMD and V-AGMD modes. Results for AS7 and
AS26 modules are presented in Fig. 4. As a consequence of the higher
permeate fluxes observed in all these comparative tests, results of STEC
were also improved by the use of vacuum in both modules, in relation
to the AGMD operation. In both operational modes, noticeable growth
of the thermal energy needs was observed as the feed salinity increased.

The values of relative improvement of STEC when the vacuum en-
hancement was used are presented in Fig. 5. Little variation in the re-
lative decrement of STEC with the feed salinity was found when
working with the AS7 module, with an average decrease of (40 ± 6)
%. In the operation of the AS26 module, relative STEC decrease also
resulted almost independent of the feed salinity up to 3.0M, with an
average decrease of (44 ± 7) %, similar to that obtained in previous V-
AGMD bench-scale tests [37]. From that concentration onwards, the
thermal efficiency enhancement increased with the feed salinity, re-
flecting the effect referred before of the permeate production being
extended to higher salinities in the V-AGMD mode.

As a result of the larger permeate flux in V-AGMD operation, the
transfer of latent heat increased. This is reflected in the overall thermal
efficiency of the membrane (η), which also gets better by extracting the
air from the gap. As shown in Fig. 6a for the AS7 module and Fig. 6b for
the AS26 module, η increased in V-AGMD operation.

3.3. Permeate quality

Permeate quality is another parameter that must be taken into ac-
count when assessing the performance of pilot MD systems. In this
work, it was analysed using the salt rejection factor (SRF), calculated
with Eq. (3). Table 1 shows the values of SRF calculated for the AS7

Fig. 3. Relative increases in PFlux when the vacuum enhancement is applied in
the AS7 (blue squares) and the AS26 (orange squares) modules, respectively, for
different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C, FFR=1100 l h−1. (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is re-
ferred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Comparative results of STEC in experiments performed in AGMD (filled
columns) and V-AGMD (striped columns) using the AS7 (a) and the AS26
module (b), respectively, for different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C,
FFR=1100 l h−1. Error bars are shown.

Fig. 5. Relative decreases in STEC when the vacuum enhancement is applied in
AS7 (blue squares) and AS26 (orange squares) modules, respectively, for dif-
ferent feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C, FFR=1100 l h−1. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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module and the AS26 module, respectively. Unfortunately, for higher
feed salinities it was not possible to get a good statistical representation
regarding measurements of the quality of the permeate in the experi-
ments performed, due to the longer time (several hours) that it takes to
obtain an acceptable stable value of the permeate conductivity when
the flux is lower (see [39]). Thus, the SRF values are given for max-
imum concentration of 2.4 M in the AS7 module and 1.8M in the AS26
module. For 0.6M the permeate quality results were similar in both

modules (SRF around 99.0% when working in V-AGMD, and higher
than 99.6% in AGMD). However, as feed concentration increased, the
permeate quality decreased, especially in the V-AGMD operation, and
more for the AS26 than for the AS7 module. In any case, the SRF values
obtained in the treatment of feed sources with salt concentration similar
to seawater were higher than 99.6%, better than those typically ob-
tained with reverse osmosis [41]. Results indicate that vacuum in-
creased the passing of feed through the membrane pores. Taking into
account the salinity of the feed, the minimum SRF values obtained in V-
AGMD operation with the AS7 and the AS26 modules for seawater
correspond to a leak of the volumetric feed flow rate to the permeate
side (membrane leak ratio) of about 0.06% and 0.12%, respectively.
Normalizing to the membrane surface area, these values result in
0.008% and 0.005% of the feed flow leaking through the pores to the
gap per m2 of membrane surface area. The differences between these
two values suggest that either the membrane leak increased with the
permeate flux or that there were slight differences in the membrane
sheets used in both modules (in principle, of similar characteristics).
However, this is something that must be explained at membrane level,
therefore requiring further laboratory analysis with access to the
membrane, which cannot be done in this study with commercial
modules.

3.4. Discussion

Previous studies of spiral-wound modules with internal heat re-
covery have pointed out that the longer the residence time of the feed is
(directly affected by the length of the channels), the higher the thermal
efficiency of the module is, because of the more intensive feed pre-
heating (see e.g. [33]). The larger preheating of the feed, however,
decreases the temperature difference between both sides of the mem-
brane. As a result, the driving force of the process is reduced and thus
less permeate is produced. This trade-off between permeate pro-
ductivity and thermal efficiency remained with the vacuum enhance-
ment: lower permeate fluxes were associated to lower values of STEC,
and hence higher thermal efficiency of the MD system. However, the
effect of the extraction of air from the gap needs to be seen in more
detail.

Since the real transmembrane temperature difference cannot be
measured in pilot-scale modules, bulk temperature measurements in
both channels and in the gap were used for calculating a logarithmic
mean temperature difference across the module (ΔTml). Comparing
Fig. 7a and b, higher values of ΔTml were observed in the AS7 module
than in the AS26 module, confirming the previous statement on the
effect of the length of the channels and the residence time. Interest-
ingly, values of ΔTml were lower with the application of vacuum

Fig. 6. Comparative results of η in experiments performed in AGMD (filled
columns) and V-AGMD (striped columns) using the AS7 (a) and the AS26
module (b), respectively, for different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C,
FFR=1100 l h−1. Error bars are shown.

Table 1
Results of SRF, membrane leak ratio and normalized membrane leak ratio in comparative experiments performed in AGMD and V-AGMD modes, using the AS7 and
the AS26 module for different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C, FFR=1100 l h−1.

FeedC [M] Module and mode SRF [%] Membrane leak ratio [%] Normalized membrane leak ratio [% m−2]

0.6 AS7 AGMD 99.89 0.0150 0.0021
AS7 V-AGMD 98.96 0.0438 0.0061
AS26 AGMD 99.69 0.0039 0.0002
AS26 V-AGMD 98.55 0.0372 0.0015

1.2 AS7 AGMD 99.39 0.0144 0.0020
AS7 V-AGMD 98.76 0.0431 0.0060
AS26 AGMD 99.10 0.0048 0.0002
AS26 V-AGMD 97.96 0.0779 0.0032

1.8 AS7 AGMD 99.30 0.0238 0.0033
AS7 V-AGMD 98.01 0.0556 0.0077
AS26 AGMD 99.03 0.0055 0.0002
AS26 V-AGMD 96.44 0.1225 0.0051

2.4 AS7 AGMD 99.16 0.0135 0.0019
AS7 V-AGMD 97.92 0.0576 0.0080
AS26 AGMD N/A N/A N/A
AS26 V-AGMD N/A N/A N/A
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(striped columns) than without it (filled columns). This is due to the
larger preheating of the feed because of the larger quantity of vapour
condensing in the V-AGMD mode. This also explains the increase of
ΔTml with salinity in both cases, especially in the AS26 module, which is
an effect of the stronger influence of salinity in the larger module and
the fact that for comparable operating conditions, the decrease of
production associated to the presence of air in the gap decreases the
preheating of the feed, resulting in larger ΔTml.

The real driving force of the process can be more closely approxi-
mated by calculating the difference of saturation vapour pressure be-
tween the evaporator side of the membrane and the gap side (ΔPv),
considering the logarithmic mean (Fig. 8). This vapour pressure dif-
ference reflected again the influence of the channels' length: it was
smaller for the AS26 module than for the AS7 module. The behaviour of
ΔPv with increasing salinity was more aligned to that of the permeate
flux: it was reduced in both modules when operating without vacuum
and when the feed salinity increased (filled columns in Fig. 8). How-
ever, vacuum enhancement caused different evolution of ΔPv with in-
creasing salinity in both modules (striped columns in Fig. 8). In the AS7
module, it was almost constant (83 ± 5mbar) for feed salinities lower
than 5.0 M; at this extreme concentration it was reduced to 73mbar. In
the AS26 module, it was also stable (26 ± 3mbar) when operating
with salinity up to 3.0 M, and decreased above that.

The fact that larger permeate productivities were reached in V-
AGMD mode despite having lower driving force highlights the main
effects of the application of vacuum: a higher mass transfer in the gap
due to the enhanced diffusion by eliminating internal air. This

increased production decreases the temperature difference between
both sides of the membrane (Fig. 7), and hence reduces the driving
force (Fig. 8). Since the permeate flux was larger in spite of this, the
dominant role of reducing the mass transfer resistance is underlined.

The previous results demonstrate the beneficial effect of the vacuum
for increasing the permeate productivity and reducing the thermal en-
ergy consumption. One of the main innovations in the commercial
system analysed is the use of a cost-effective solution based on the
Venturi effect for sucking air from the gap without using a vacuum
pump, but the cooling circuit pump itself, reducing in this way the
specific electric consumption (SEC) down to values below 200 Whel
m−3, 25-fold lower than other commercial vacuum-based MD systems
[42].

To highlight the importance of the results obtained in the present
study, a comparative representation of permeate flux versus GOR as
suggested by Winter et al. [43] was used. Results for feed salinity
around 0.6M and evaporator and cooling channels inlet temperatures
of 80 and 25 °C, respectively, were compiled and compared in Fig. 9
(see Table 2 for labels identification), considering only pilot-scale ex-
periments with spiral-wound single-effect modules. Also included in
this figure are results from Winter's thesis in AGMD (#9) and V-AGMD
(#10) for a single envelope spiral-wound module [37]. The energy ef-
ficiency obtained with Winter's module in V-AGMD was better than that
obtained with the AS7 in this work. This can be explained observing
that the residence time in Winter's module (83.3 s) was larger than in
the AS7 module (from 18.5 to 51.7 s). The AS26 module is more ade-
quate for the comparison, considering the residence times from 66.6 to

Fig. 7. Comparative results of ΔTml in experiments performed in AGMD (filled
columns) and V-AGMD (striped columns) using the AS7 (a) and the AS26
module (b), respectively, with different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C,
TCI= 25 °C, FFR=1100 l h−1. Error bars are shown.

Fig. 8. Comparative results of ΔPv in experiments performed in AGMD (filled
columns) and V-AGMD (striped columns) using the AS7 (a) and the AS26
module (b), respectively, with different feed salinities. TEI= 80 °C,
TCI= 25 °C, FFR=1100 l h−1. Error bars are shown.
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183.2 s. It is remarkable that the worst energy efficiency achieved with
the AS26 in this work (GOR=8.5) is still better than that of Winter's
module in V-AGMD (GOR=5). Moreover, the permeate flux obtained
with Winter's module was only slightly lower than that obtained with
the AS26 module for the worst case, which corresponds to the largest
feed velocity, which was still half that of Winter's. The better perfor-
mance of the spiral wound modules used in this study could be related
to the narrower gap (0.76 mm vs. 2mm in [37]) and the fact that the
membranes have no backing (Winter's module used PTFE membranes
with active layer of 70 μm and PP backing of 280 μm), which benefits
the permeate flux.

Also shown in Fig. 9 are results of Schwantes et al. [44], who pro-
posed an alternative AGMD strategy for high salinity feed treatment
based on sparging a constant low air flow inside the gap (resulting in
maximum 40mbar above atmospheric pressure). This was demon-
strated as an efficient way of draining the gap and avoiding water
contact between the feed channel and the gap through the membrane
pores, thus reducing membrane wetting. However, the increased mass
transfer resistance in the gap due to the additional air could reduce the
performance compared to standard AGMD and V-AGMD. It is yet to be
seen whether the latter helps also avoiding water bridges, something
not possible to check in a pilot-scale module. Previous results for sea-
water desalination with AS7 and AS26 modules in AGMD configuration
(#6 and #7 respectively) [25] are plotted in Fig. 9, as well as results of
PGMD for SolarSpring modules in different conditions (#1 - #5), with
generally worse performance than AGMD. It is interesting to compare

#3 to #2, however, in order to observe the increase of performance by
deaerating the feed. The performance increase of the vacuum-enhanced
operation in AGMD is much larger (comparing #14 to #13 and #12 to
#11).

Fig. 9 only shows a benchmarking of the results obtained in our
work against other spiral wound single-effect MD modules reported in
the literature. A completely different concept based on multi-effect
plate and frame modules under vacuum (V-MEMD) was proposed by
memsys in 2010 [45]. They achieved high internal latent heat recovery
[46]. Results obtained in this study with the AS7 module and vacuum
enhancement (#12) were close to those previously reported for a 4-
effect V-MEMD operating under similar operating conditions: PFlux up
to 8.5 l h−1 m−2 and GOR up to 3.3 [42]. The AS26 module in V-AGMD
operation (#14) yielded 3-fold lower PFlux but with 4 times higher
thermal efficiency than the V-MEMD module. It must be stressed that
the V-MEMD module was operated fully under vacuum, with pressure
lower than the equilibrium (less than 100mbar in the condenser) and
using a vacuum pump with high electrical consumption.

4. Conclusions

The results obtained in this study suggest that membrane distillation
using multi-envelope spiral-wound modules in V-AGMD operation is
currently the best available technology for the desalination of high-
concentrated solutions. The spiral-wound modules evaluated in this
study in V-AGMD configuration demonstrated excellent performance in
a wide range of feed salinities. The strong increase of the vapour
transfer through the pores caused by the removal of air from the gap,
resulted in a drastic improvement of the performance in relation to
normal AGMD operation. In accordance with the well-known trade-off
between permeate flux and thermal efficiency and its relation to the
channel length, the maximum permeate productivity (8.7 l h−1 m−2)
was yielded by the shortest module (AS7, with 1.5m channel length)
with the shortest residence time, and the maximum heat efficiency
(49 kWhth m−3, or GOR=13.5) was measured with the longest module
(AS26, with 2.7 m channel length) with the longest residence time.

The enhancement of permeate productivity (about half more flux)
and energy efficiency (about half less specific thermal energy con-
sumption) due to the use of vacuum in the gap were achieved almost
independently of the feed salinity in the assessed range (0.6 to 5M) for
the AS7 module, and improved with the salinity of the feed for the AS26
module, especially above 3M. This is an important result for the
treatment of high salinity sources with thermal separation technologies.
Operation in V-AGMD allowed extending the use of the AS26 module,
which is the most thermally efficient one, to feeds of 5M concentration,
which was not possible in AGMD operation with this module. This

Fig. 9. Comparison of AGMD (circles), V-AGMD (squares) and PGMD (trian-
gles) results from different pilot-scale studies with spiral-wound modules re-
ported in the literature (TEI= 80 °C, TCI= 25 °C, FeedC=0.6M). Series
numbered in the figure are detailed in Table 2.

Table 2
Detailed information about the series shown in Fig. 9.

Series # Operational mode Membrane area [m2] # of spiral envelopes Channel length [m] FFR [lh−1] Feed velocity [cm s−1] PFlux
[l h−1 m−2]

GOR [−] Reference

1 PGMD 10 1 7 400–600 6.2–9.3 1.9–2.8 2.9–2.6 [18]
2 PGMD 10 1 7 300 7.4 1.1 3.4 [33]
3 PGMDa 10 1 7 300 7.4 1.4 4.9 [33]
4 PGMD 10 1 7 200–500 3.1–7.8 0.8–2.1 3.6–2.8 [15]
5 PGMD 10 1 7 300 4.7 0.5 3.1 [16]
6 AGMD 7.2 6 1.5 500 3.7 3.4 2.3 [25]
7 AGMD 24 6 5 500 3.7 1.0 6.1 [25]
8 AGMDb 8.3 1 6 300 7.5 1.8 2.6 [44]
9 AGMD 8.7 1 6.5 300 7.8 1.8 2.6 [37]
10 V-AGMD 8.7 1 6.5 300 7.8 2.6 5.0 [37]
11 AGMD 7.2 6 1.5 400–1100 2.9–8.1 2.8–6.2 2.7–1.4 This study
12 V-AGMD 7.2 6 1.5 400–1100 2.9–8.1 3.7–8.7 4.6–2.5 This study
13 AGMD 25.9 12 2.7 400–1100 1.5–4.1 0.8–2.0 6.6–4.7 This study
14 V-AGMD 25.9 12 2.7 400–1100 1.5–4.1 1.1–2.9 13.5–8.5 This study

a Deaerated module.
b With overpressure in the gap.
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means that very high salinity sources can be treated with STEC lower
than 515 kWhm−3 (equivalent to GOR=1.2).

Considering that extraction of the air from the gap was achieved
with a Venturi effect using a circulating pump, and therefore with
minimum additional electric energy consumption, the main drawback
of V-AGMD was the permeate quality. Results of salt rejection factor in
the whole range of salinities studied suggest that vacuum increased the
passing of feed through the membrane pores. Although these leaks add
up to less than 0.5% of the volumetric feed flow rate, pore wetting
could be boosted and perhaps the formation of seed crystals inside the
pores. This must be further examined, in laboratory analysis where
access to the membrane (for measurements and imaging) can be pos-
sible.

Finally, the permeate fluxes measured for seawater desalination
with the AS7 module in V-AGMD operation in this work were generally
larger than all the others measured with other single-effect MD modules
in comparable conditions. In addition, the GOR values obtained with
the AS26 module were also much larger than others reported so far.
Indeed, the maximum GOR achieved for seawater desalination with the
AS26 module in V-AGMD operation was more than twice the largest
value obtained so far with MD modules reported in the literature. This
is a record thermal efficiency for MD and is comparable to the best
results obtained with industrial-scale thermal desalination technologies
like MSF or MED [47].

Nomenclature

Symbols

A m2, Membrane area
Cpf J kg−1 °C−1, Feed specific heat capacity
FeedC mol l−1, Feed concentration
FFR l h−1, Feed flow rate
GOR –, Gained output ratio
M mol l−1, Molarity
P mbar, Pressure
PermC mol l−1, Permeate concentration
PFlux l h−1 m−2, Permeate flux
PsatC mbar, Saturation pressure into the cooling channels
PsatE mbar, Saturation pressure into the evaporator channels
SEC kWhel m−3, Specific electric consumption
SRF %, Salt rejection factor
STEC kWhth m−3, Specific thermal energy consumption
T °C, Temperature
TCI °C, Cooling channel inlet temperature
TCO °C, Cooling channel outlet temperature
TEI °C, Evaporation channel inlet temperature
TEO °C, Evaporation channel outlet temperature
ΔHv J kg−1, Latent heat of vaporization
ΔPv mbar, Logarithmic mean vapour pressure difference
ΔTml °C, Logarithmic mean temperature difference
η %, Thermal efficiency of the membrane
ρf kg m−3, Feed density
ρp kgm−3, Permeate density

Abbreviations

AGMD air-gap membrane distillation
AS26 module AS26C2.7L
AS7 module AS7C1.5L
DCMD direct-contact membrane distillation
LDPE low-density polyethylene
MD membrane distillation
MED Multi-effect distillation
MSF Multi-stage flash evaporation
PET Polyethylene terephthalate

PGMD permeate-gap membrane distillation
PLC programmable logic controller
RO reverse osmosis
V-AGMD vacuum-enhanced air gap membrane distillation
VMD vacuum membrane distillation

Subscripts

C Cooling
E Evaporation
f Feed
ml Logarithmic mean
p Permeate
v Vapour
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